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Mechanical logic and computation embedded in deployable structures are complementary to conventional digital
logic schemes for autonomous sense, decision, and response in artificial intelligence and bio-robots. It is highly
desired that responsive and adaptive structures can readily interact with external stimuli to implement
mechanologic (e.g., writing, erasing, and rewriting mechanical bit) in an energy-efficient way. Here, we
demonstrate kirigami interactive triboelectric mechanologic composed of a deployable kirigami geometry trig
gered by triboelectric signal for the first time, aiming at developing interactive and programmable mechanical
computation. The interactive triboelectric mechanologic is inspired by human somatic reflex arc system to
emulate the continual sensation–decision–response loop, which includes a self-powered triboelectric nano
generator (TENG) mechanoreceptor, a signal transmission/processing module, and an elaborately designed
kirigami geometry with bistable resistive states to represent mechanologic. When the mechanoreceptor is
imposed to mechanical stimuli, the induced triboelectric signals activate the bistable state conversion in the
kirigami geometry and endow it with adaptive capacity to output binary mechanical bits. We successfully
demonstrate the application of interactive triboelectric mechanologic as a mechanical flip-flop, register, and
asynchronous binary counter. This work provides a new route to self-activation mechanologic computation
relying on the extended application of TENG for self-driven sensing and actuation.

1. Introduction
Intelligent robots are expected to interact with the ambient envi
ronment more quickly and precisely through an autonomous and
adaptive self-control scheme. This requires unconventional mechanical
logic units with programmable computation ability to be embedded into
soft robots and implement in-memory sensing and computing to com
plement with conventional electronic logic units [1–4]. The essential
point for embedded mechanologic units is to emulate the digital logic

language/configurations and conduct binary Boolean operations. Me
chanical structures with reversible bistability are the primary option,
which promises a basic mechanical bit for mechanical information
memory and processing. To realize a complete mechanologic and
computation system, relevant mechanical counterparts (e.g., interactive
interface and logic gates) are also necessary to implement operation,
transmission, and interaction on the stored mechanical information.
Therefore, an energy-efficient way is critical for the mechanical coun
terparts to fulfill mechanologic conversion and complicated information
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processing. For instance, relevant strategies include mechanical [5,6]
and pneumatic actuators [1,2,7], shape memory polymer [8–11], and
alloys that change shape in response to light, heat, magnetic, etc [12].
However, until now, the strategies for sophisticated interaction in a
more energy-efficient way paired with a facile and economic mecha
nologic component on a common platform are still under seeking to
extend broader and more practical applications.
Triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG), originated from Maxwell’s
displacement current [13], has offered an efficient way to micro/nano
energy [14–16], self-powered sensing [17,18], high voltage source, blue
energy [19,20], and even spectroscopy [21,22]. It operates on an
effective energy budget that can harvest mechanical energy from the
surrounding environment [23], supplying an ecosystem of self-powered
sensors to interface with mechanical inputs [24–29]. The induced
triboelectric potential can be readily utilized for interactive interface
[17,30,31], driving transistors [21,22,32–42] and versatile sophisti
cated sensors [43–48]. Recently emerging contact-electrification acti
vated afferents and mechano-tribotronic neuromorphic devices [21,22,
41] have also delivered new possibilities toward integration of spatio
temporal information and neuromorphic computation, which is also an
energy-efficient way to realizing interactive mechanical logic and
computation. For the mechanologic component, kirigami is of particular
interest due to its durable, low-cost, and lightweight material advan
tages [49–51]. It is also featured with huge design and operation space
due to the facile and sophisticated deployable capacity and tunability [8,
52,53]. Furthermore, the concept of folding can be introduced into
kirigami by using micromotors beyond the kirigami creases, which can
be achieved through shape design and deformation through a self-driven
manner. For bistable kirigami geometry, the momentary locking shape is
the key to solving bistability of kirigami geometry [54]. Thus, it is
required to develop how to temporally and spatially control shape for
mation and successfully implement a sensing mechanism that enables
self-folding and instantaneous shape locking. Significantly, the diversi
fied structure of mechanical components coupled with applicable and
facile trigger methods will advance the wide application of mechano
logic devices.
Here, we propose a kirigami interactive triboelectric mechanologic,
which is composed of a deployable kirigami geometry triggered by
triboelectric signal aiming at developing interactive and programmable
mechanical computation. The interactive triboelectric mechanologic is
inspired by human somatic reflex arc system to emulate the continual
sensation–decision–response loop, which includes a self-activation
TENG component (i.e., self-powered mechanoreceptor), a signal trans
mission/processing module, and an elaborately designed kirigami ge
ometry with the bistable resistive state to represent mechanologic (i.e., a
mechanical bit in the resistive state [0] and [1]). The kirigami geometry
can be designed in stereo structure (rectangular/triangular pyramid,
triangular prism, or other unfoldable shapes), which can be readily
unfolded/folded along the bottom edges assisted with micromotors. An
inner-mounted photoresistor is utilized to reflect two distinguished
bistable resistive states when the photoresistor is exposed or unexposed
to light under the unfolded or folded shape of the kirigami. When the
TENG mechanoreceptor is imposed with mechanical action, the induced
triboelectric signals activate the bistable state conversion based on the
kirigami geometry and endow it with adaptive capacity to output binary
mechanical bits relying on the recognition of external stimuli, i.e.,
interactive triboelectric mechanologic. We successfully demonstrate the
application of the interactive triboelectric mechanologic as a mechani
cal flip-flop. Based on one mechanical bit in a single kirigami geometry,
multibit Boolean operations and mechanical registers are also available
by combining demanded numbers of the designed kirigami structure. As
a proof of concept, four mechanical flip-flops are used to develop a
mechanical behavior-derived asynchronous binary counter. The pro
posed kirigami triboelectric interactive framework demonstrates an
energy-efficient way to programmable mechanologic and computation,
offering a new idea for the extended application of TENG for self-driven

sensing in mechanical logic units.
2. Results and discussion
Mechanologic utilizes mechanical bits to store external mechanical
information and implement the operation of mechanologic gates via
specific signal transmission mechanisms (Fig. 1a). Generally, the
mechanologic requires an interactive interface to communicate with
external mechanical input, which is supplementary and compatible with
conventional electronic controls by emulating the basic language and
constitution of digital logic. Here, a deployable kirigami geometry
harnessed with micromotor and photoresistor is designed as the basic
mechanologic prototype as shown in Fig. 1b. The kirigami is designed in
rectangular pyramid stereo structure (or triangular pyramid/prism),
which can be readily unfolded/folded along the bottom edges assisted
with micromotors. To endow the kirigami with bistable states, a pho
toresistor is mounted to the inner bottom facet. Thus, the bistable states
can be represented in two distinguished resistive states ([0] or [1] state,
bottom panel in Fig. 1b) when the photoresistor is exposed or unexposed
to light under the unfolded or folded shape of the kirigami structure
(determined by the angle between side face and bottom face, Fig. S1).
Notably, stable numerical control micromotors paired with precise
kirigami-geometry tailoring are critical to ensure distinguished bist
ability for subsequent mechanologic computation. As a basic mechanical
bit that can switch between [0] and [1] states, the designed kirigami is
also ready to be combined with multiple geometries to reconfigure
multi-cell stereo structures with multibit capacity (this will be discussed
later).
The interactive dynamic mechanologic is inspired by the continual
sensation–decision–response ability of the human somatic reflex arc,
which mainly involves three coordinated neurons: sensory neuron, relay
neuron, and motor neuron (Fig. 1c). When an external stimulus affects
the receptor (cell or organ that converts the stimulus into an electrical
impulse), the sensory neuron carries impulse from the receptor to the
central nervous system (CNS); then connector/relay neuron transimits
the impulse slowly across the spinal cord; and finally motor neuron
sends the impulse signal to the effector (either a muscle or a gland) to
deliver the response. Analogously, the interactive dynamic mechano
logic includes a self-powered mechanoreceptor, a signal processing
module, and the designed kirigami geometry with mechanical compu
tation capacity. Energy-efficient TENG is preferred as the self-activation
sensor to constitute the ecosystem of mechanoreceptor, which is ready
to utilize the harvested mechanical energy from surroundings to trigger
the deployable kirigami. For the somatic reflex arc, the biological
effector does not show any response until the action potential reaches a
certain level. Similarly, a threshold should be set as a trigger voltage for
the microcontroller to activate the kirigami structure for the imple
mentation of mechanologic and computation (Fig. 1d). Thus, the
triboelectric potential caused by mechanical action can be processed and
trigger the deformation of the kirigami geometry to realize the logic
conversion, i.e., interactive triboelectric mechanologic.
Single-electrode mode TENG (S-TENG, contact area is 7 × 5 cm2)
composed of a silver electrode coated by polytetrafluoroethylene film
(PTFE/Ag) is utilized as the interactive medium according to the facile
structure and effective trigger efficiency (Fig. 2a and Fig. S2a). The
operation principle of the as-designed S-TENG is schematically depicted
in Fig. 2b. When the finger fully contacts with the PTFE friction layer
(Fig. 2b(i)), opposite electrostatic charges are induced at the interface
between PTFE and finger (there are electrons on the PTFE film and
equivalent positive charges on the finger skin to maintain electrostatic
equilibrium). When the finger is separated from the PTFE film (Fig. 2b
(ii)), the electrostatic balance is broken and electrons will flow from the
Ag electrode to the ground, leading to a positive voltage output. With the
further separation between finger and S-TENG (Fig. 2b(iii)), the voltage
output will reach the maximum value to conduct the effective trigger for
mechanologic conversion. When the finger approaches PTFE film until
2
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Fig. 1. The concept and state definition of mechanologic components for memory and calculation and bionic somatic nervous system. (a) The concept of the paper
geometry mechanologic for information memory and calculation. (b) The [1] and [0] states of the unit; the resistance change between the two states is indicated. (c)
The trigger mechanism of the bionic somatic nerve reflex. The somatic reflex arc consists of three main parts: sensory receptor (skin), integrating center (spinal cord),
and effector (muscles). Correspondingly, our artificial electronic somatic reflex arc is composed of three devices as the counterparts: a TENG, a signal processing
module (Arduino), and a designed paper geometry. (d) An actuator diagram that mimics the threshold-dependent response in a biological system. In our artificial
reflex arc system, only when the voltage generated by TENG is higher than the threshold, the action of the actuator can be triggered.

they are in full contact with each other, the electrons will flow back from
the ground to the Ag electrode to recover the initial electrostatic equi
librium (Fig. 2b(iv)). To evidence the working mechanism of the S-TENG
interactive medium, finite element simulation is employed to verify the
dynamic triboelectric potential distribution between a finger and PTFE
film by using COMSOL. The simulated results indicate that the tribo
electric potential difference between finger and PTFE film approaches
3.9 V with the separation distance increased from 0 to 30 mm, as shown
in Fig. 2c.
Detailed electrical characterizations have also been carried out to
investigate the output performance of the as-designed S-TENG mecha
noreceptor. As shown in Fig. 2d, the open-circuit voltage (VOC) increases
from 0 to ~3.9 V upon contact-separation distance at 30 mm. Corre
sponding short-circuit current (ISC) and transferred charge (QSC) are also
recorded with maximum values at 18 nA and 1.5 nC, respectively
(Fig. S2b-c). To achieve the effective implementation of mechanologic
conversion (threshold is set to be > 2 V), the trigger voltage is also
evaluated under several specific contact-separation distances (from 0 to
50 mm) aside from the simultaneously monitored pressures (ranging
from 10.2 to 52.6 kPa, Fig. 2e). When the contact-separation distance is
over 30 mm with monitored pressure to be over 17 kPa, the induced
triboelectric voltage will be larger than 2 V and effectively trigger the
unfolding process of the kirigami structure to implement logic

conversion. The responding time is monitored to be ~0.3 s (Fig. S2d).
Furthermore, the stability of the TENG mechanoreceptor is character
ized by monitoring the real-time VOC of S-TENG for ~3000 s, which is
essential for precisely triggering the mechanologic via triboelectricity.
The VOC can maintain a very stable output at 3.9 V with almost no
fluctuations upon contact-separation at 30 mm (Fig. 2 f). The above
results all qualify the integrated S-TENG as an effective mechanore
ceptor for mechanologic operation. For the signal processing module,
we adopt a micro control unit (MCU, Arduino UNO) to synchronously
detect the triboelectric voltage and convert the analog signal into H/L
digital signal for implementing subsequent mechanologic (Fig. 2 g).
Effective paired touch actions (induce triboelectric voltage > 2 V) are
demonstrated to trigger the unfolded and folded process of the kirigami
with mechanologic (Fig. 2 h and Movie S1), represented by two distin
guishable and preservable resistive states.
Supplementary material related to this article can be found online at
doi:10.1016/j.nanoen.2022.107345.
The interactive triboelectric mechanologic capture external me
chanical stimuli, convert them into triboelectric signals, and trigger the
reversible resistive logic states based on the designed kirigami structure.
This process is consistent with the basic operation rule of a bistable flipflop, which can be considered as a mechanical counterpart of this digital
logic circuit. Fig. 3a shows the circuit configuration and working
3
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Fig. 2. Working principles and electrical output performance of the single-mode TENG. (a) Schematic illustration of hand touching on TENG. (b) Schematic diagram
of working principles of the single-electrode mode TENG. (c) The COMSOL simulation results of the induced triboelectric potential. (d) VOC of TENG in singleelectrode mode. (e) The static voltage response of the TENG under different pressures. (f) The real-time voltage output of the S-TENG monitored for 3300 s (g)
S-TENG is used for information interaction and paper geometry control. (h) Effective paired touch actions (induced triboelectric voltage > 2 V) are demonstrated to
trigger the unfolded and folded process of the paper geometry.

principle of the bistable mechanical flip-flops. The mechanical flip-flop
is characterized to have two stable states, which can be converted from
one stable state to the other stable state after triggering by external
mechanical action. Different from conventional digital logic circuits,
input for the mechanical flip-flop is the triboelectric signal originating
from the contact-electrification process when the TENG mechanore
ceptor is imposed to external control/stimulus. The input triboelectric
signal is captured and processed to activate the deformation of kirigami
geometry and digitize the resultant mechanical states (via resistance) as
output [1] (closed state) or [0] (opened state) (Fig. 3b). The process
successfully implements the conversion from mechanical analog input
signals to digital output signals through the interactive mechanologic. It
can be written, erased, and rewritten between distinguished [1] and [0]
resistive states, relying on the inner-mounted photoresistor under the
closed or opened state of the kirigami geometry. The corresponding state

transition table of the mechanical flip-flop is illustrated in Fig. 3c.
Thereinto, Qn indicates the nominally previous state of the kirigami
structure (open state is [0], closed state is [1]); D represents the me
chanical stimuli/order applied to the mechanoreceptor (effective trigger
= [1], ineffective trigger = [0]); Qn+1 indicates the subsequent state of
the kirigami structure responding to the imposed external stimuli. The
external stimuli input can readily trigger and store the bistable states in
the mechanical flip-flop as shown in Movie S1.
Fig. 3d further shows the graphic symbol diagram of the mechanical
flip-flop logic circuit, which flips at the rising of the clock pulse (CP) and
synchronizes the TENG input data at the D-terminal with the clock to
trigger the reversible states at the Q-terminal. The mechanical flip-flop
can output corresponding mechanologic for given input stimuli (con
verted into triboelectric pulse signal) on the rising edge of the clock
pulse and hold the state until it is imposed to a second triboelectric pulse
4
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Fig. 3. Mechanologic unit as a flip-flop. (a) Schematics of the circuit configuration and working principle of the bistable mechanical flip-flops, which has inputs D
(incoming data) and CP (clock) and output Q (stored data). D indicates the input of the TENG signal, Q is the state of the paper geometry (opening or closing). (b) A
paper geometry writes, erases, and rewrites itself in response to time-varying stimuli and its state transition table. The resistance changes indicate the equilibrium
configuration of the 1 and 0 states. (c) Corresponding truth table of the mechanical flip-flop. (d) The graphic symbol diagram of the mechanical flip-flop logic circuit
and working waveform. (e) Kirigami mechanologic conversion for three different designs including quadrangular pyramids, triangles, and triangular prisms.

signal with next rising edge (bottom panel in Fig. 3d). Notably, kirigami
geometry can also be readily designed into different heterostructures, e.
g., rectangular/triangular pyramid, triangular prism, or other unfold
able shapes (Fig. 3e). All these kirigami geometries can be selected to
implement relevant mechanologic on demands (Movie S1 to S3), which
provides more possibilities to integrate with soft electronic components.
Supplementary material related to this article can be found online at
doi:10.1016/j.nanoen.2022.107345.
Bistable flip-flops are building blocks for digital registers, synchro
nous binary counters, and sequential integrated circuits. For our me
chanical flip-flop, it can be considered as a basic mechanical bit that can
switch between [1] and [0] states. Multiple mechanical flip-flops are
also ready to be combined into multi-cell stereo structures to realize
reconfigured multibit capacity for register function. Each mechanologic
unit can be individually controlled by one TENG to avoid interfering
with other adjacent mechanologic units arranged in a distributed
manner. Fig. 4a shows the graphic symbol diagram and working prin
ciple of the two-bit mechanical register which is composed of two con
nected mechanical flip-flops. The mechanical inputs can be applied to

Terminal-D0 (or D1) through mechanoreceptor TENG0 (or TENG1)
sequentially or simultaneously. Terminal-Q0 and Q1 (denoting corre
sponding mechanologic output) can respond to the external stimuli with
two mechanologic states based on the designed kirigami geometry in
low or high resistive level (via the resistance change of the
inner-mounted photoresistor). The configuration of the kirigami geom
etry based two-bit mechanical register in regular octahedron profile is
represented
in
Fig.
4b,
including
two
combined
rectangular-pyramid-shaped kirigami geometries. The global logic
states can be defined by a binary code [ij], where [i] and [j] denote the
mechanologic state of the right and left units, respectively. For example,
global state [01] indicates left kirigami in opened state companied with
right kirigami in a closed state. When two peripheral TENG mechano
receptors are imposed with mechanical touches as input orders, the
induced triboelectric signal will be processed to follow the edge of the
clock pulse (CP) and trigger relevant kirigami geometry to implement
the reversible shape changes (Figs. 4b and S3). Accordingly, the global
mechanologic state can be switched among four stable states, i.e., [00],
[01], [11], and [10] states (the [10] marked in red frame is the fourth
5
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Fig. 4. Multi-bit binary mechanologic digital register. (a) The circuit structure of the two-bit digital register. (b) The configuration of the kirigami geometry based
two-bit mechanical register. (c) Truth table of two-bit mechanical register. (d) Triboelectric potential actuation of multi-kirigami geometry leading to cyclic switch of
states [000], [001], [011], and [111]. (e) Working waveform of three-bit mechanologic digital register. (f) The truth table of three-bit mechanologic digital register.
The TENG trigger signal is corresponding to D2D1D0.

stable state). The dynamic mechanologic conversion of the mechanical
register in real-time is recorded as shown in Movie S3. The corre
sponding truth table of logic conversion in the two-bit mechanical reg
ister is shown in Fig. 4c. Starting from the mechanologic state [00] (two
open-state kirigami geometries), we apply mechanical stimuli to TENG0
with TENG1 floating (input at Terminal D1/D0 is [01]), The induced
triboelectric pulse signal in TENG0 will match the edge of the clock
pulse and trigger the yellow kirigami geometry to be closed (mecha
nologic [1] state), while the floating TENG1 without imposed stimuli
delivers no triggering order for the green geometry to maintain its initial
open shape (mechanologic [0] state). Therefore, the output at Termi
nal-Q1/Q0 indicates a global mechanologic state of [01]. Sequentially,

when mechanical stimuli are only applied to TENG1 (input at D1/D0 is
[10]), the green kirigami will be triggered to be closed with the output
global mechanologic state changing to [11] (two closed-state kirigami).
The following mechanical D1/D0 input [10] and [01] will lead to the
Q1/Q0 mechanologic output at [01] and [00], respectively (following
the truth table in Fig. 4c). This prototype of a two-bit mechanical reg
ister realizes the parallelism of arbitrary mechanical action input and the
resultant fast response of mechanologic outputs at stable states,
providing an efficient route to sensing, memory, and computation of
mechanical information.
Based on the distributed activations of two combinational logic units
for the two-bit mechanical register, we further explore assembling more
6
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mechanologic units to enhance the programmability. Fig. 4d shows
potential global states by combining three mechanological kirigami
units in a triangle profile as a three-bit mechanical register. Three kir
igami units are actuated by three individual TENG mechanoreceptors (i.
e., three mechanical flip-flops). Corresponding symbolic diagram of the
combined mechanical flip-flops is shown in Fig. S3b. Upon sequential
stimuli imposed to TENG2, TENG1, and TENG0 as D2/D1/D0 inputs of
the mechanical flip-flops, the three mechanological kirigami units can
be triggered to implement the shape conversion between closed and
opened states accordingly (Movie S5), denoting global mechanologic
states from [000] to [111] (represented by distinguished resistive states,

Fig. S3c). The actuation process via distributed TENG mechanoreceptors
allows us to achieve sophisticated and selective three-bit mechanologic
states. The induced triboelectric pulse signals paired with edges of clock
pulses promise the precise triggering of the mechanological kirigami
geometries (Fig. 4e and f). The mechanologic conversion at the sixth
clock pulse is selected to be elaborated as an example. At clock pulse-6
with previous output logic state Q2/Q1/Q0 in [111] (all close-state in
three kirigami structures), when we only apply mechanical stimuli to
TENG2 (the input at Terminal-D2/D1/D0 is [100]), the green geometry is
triggered to open, representing the global state at output Terminal-Q2/
Q1/Q0 is [011]. A complete truth table of the three-bit mechanical

Fig. 5. An asynchronous four-bit binary counter consisting of four kirigami geometries for digital computing. (a) Schematic illustration diagram of a four-bit binary
counter. (b) A simplified trigger mechanism diagram. Starting from the opened state, when TENG is triggered, the yellow FF0 changes to the closed state [0], the
resistance of the photoresistor1 increases which will trigger green unit cell; when the green FF1 changes to the closed state [1], the resistance of the photoresistor2
increases which will trigger orange FF2; when the orange FF2 changes to the closed state [1], the resistance of the photoresistor3 increases which will trigger red unit
cell. (c) Demonstration diagram of the whole counting process of an asynchronous four-bit binary counter.
7
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register is shown in Fig. 4 f, indicating multiple global logic states are
available to be triggered and stored in a reversible fashion. Furthermore,
the TENG mechanoreceptors can be triggered simultaneously (or con
taining different temporal information), which promises potential
sequential mechanologic applications.
Supplementary material related to this article can be found online at
doi:10.1016/j.nanoen.2022.107345.
The designed kirigami units have been demonstrated for multibit
mechanical registers, which integrate actuating, sensing, and potential
memory capabilities to act as a basic logic module or integrated memory
device. The electromechanical coupling between geometry units allows
transmission of mechanical information and enables the implementation
of mechanical logic gates that can be connected/combined to form
reprogrammable mechanologic circuits. Besides, the bistable charac
teristics of mechanical output show its potential in representing binary
systems hybrid with digital calculations, promising versatility beyond
only structural reversibility for our interactive mechanologic system.
Based on the demonstrated function of the digital register, the bistable
mechanical flip-flops are also used for an asynchronous binary counter.
As shown in Fig. 5a, the concept of the four-bit binary counter is illus
trated, which is composed of three parts: TENG mechanoreceptor, four
mechanological kirigami geometries (with inner-mounted photo
resistors), and a digital display tube. Fig. 5b shows the asynchronous
counting and sensing process based on the combined mechanical flipflops. Four mechanological kirigami structures in open states are pre
set as the first stage. When the trigger TENG is activated by external
stimuli (input logic is [1]), the yellow mechanological kirigami geom
etry will be closed (i.e., the output logic of the first mechanical flip-flops
(FF0) is [1]); At this stage, the resistance of photoresistor1 increases and
the electrical signal is transmitted to trigger the green mechanological
kirigami to be closed (output logic of the second FF1 is [1]; This process
leads to the resistance of photoresistor2 increases, delivering an induced
electrical signal to trigger the orange mechanological kirigami geometry
to be closed (output logic of the third FF2 is;[1] Similarly, the third
photoresistor3 shows an increased resistance, which triggers the final
red mechanological kirigami geometry to be closed (output logic of the
forth FF3 is [1]). To realize the above asynchronous four-bit counting
process, a specific electrical circuit diagram is designed as shown in
Fig. S4. The TENG mechanoreceptor is connected with MCU terminal
A0, and photoresistors are connected with terminal A1-A3, respectively.
Both the TENG sensing signals and consequent resistance change of the
photoresistors are the critical trigger signals to realize the entire me
chanical counting process.
Corresponding symbolic circuit diagram of the four-bit mechanical
binary counter is depicted in Fig. S5. TENG trigger signal is input to
Terminal-D of the first flip-flop (FF0), where each pulse input will lead to
the state of FF0 change once. The output Terminal-Q of the low-bit flipflop is connected to the input Terminal-D of the next high-bit flip-flop.
Whenever the state of the low-bit flip-flop (FF) changes from [0] to [1], a
resultant positive jump pulse (as an input) is delivered to the adjacent
high-bit FF, which leads to one flip of the high-bit FF (this is one binary
addition counting process). To realize the consecutive function of
addition counting, the photoresistor mounted in the kirigami structure
with distinguished resistance change is critical to implement the “carry”
function of the binary counter. More detailed asynchronous counting
process is explained in supporting information Fig. S5.
The photo images of the four-bit mechanologic binary counter and
corresponding logic outputs are shown in Fig. 5c. At the initial state
without any stimuli input (input logic is [0]), the overall mechanologic
output is [0000] (i.e., four kirigami are in opened state). When the TENG
mechanoreceptor is triggered for the first time (input logic is [1]), the
mechanologic output of the yellow kirigami FF0 will be changed to [1]
(yellow kirigami in closed state), and the overall mechanologic state is
[0001] with the digital tube displaying the counting number as 1. When
the TENG mechanoreceptor is triggered for the second time, the green
kirigami FF1 will receive the previous mechanologic [1] (yellow

kirigami in closed state) as the input and output itself as the second
mechanologic state [1] (i.e., green kirigami in closed state), and the
overall mechanologic is [0010] with a counting number 2. Accordingly,
when the TENG mechanoreceptor is consecutively triggered for 10
times, the resultant logic state can be changed from [0000] to [1001]
(also representing the counting number from 0 to 9 via the digital
display tube, Fig. 5c). The detailed real-time counting process can be
observed in Movie S6. These results indicate the successful demonstra
tion of mechanical asynchronous binary counter based on the kirigami
triboelectric mechanologic.
Supplementary material related to this article can be found online at
doi:10.1016/j.nanoen.2022.107345.
3. Conclusion
This work provides a way to fabricating interactive kirigami geom
etries with bistability in a controllable, predictable, and continuous
manner, which demonstrates how the mechanical logic cells can be
combined to generate mechanical counting and computing systems.
First, a complete sensing system is capable to complete the bistable
conversion of the mechanical unit. To make the sensing process in an
energy-efficient fashion, we use the self-powered and low-frequency
TENG output signals to trigger the sensation–decision–response pro
cess of the mechanical unit. This idea is inspired by the human somatic
reflex arc: a certain stimulus threshold is required to trigger the effector
to respond; only a voltage signal above the threshold can be activated to
trigger the mechanical actuator. The actuator reflects in the form of a
mechanical bistable flip, whose mechanical state can be readily main
tained according to the sophisticated kirigami structure design. The
logic unit also possesses memory function, which has two stable working
states and can be converted from one stable working state to another
stable working state under the trigger of an external signal (regarded as
a mechanical flip-flop). On this basis, more mechanical units can be
combined to expand their memory and calculation functions.
In digital circuits, flip-flops are elementary components of digital
registers and counters, so this work also visualizes these functions
through these mechanical logic units. We combine multiple mechanical
flip-flops to trigger one-by-one, which can realize the functions of par
allel input and output of digital registers. More meaningfully, we use the
TENG signal and the resistance signal of the photoresistor embedded in
the mechanical unit as the sensing/transmitting signal at the same time.
The photoresistor has a “carry” function, and the visual calculation
process of the asynchronous binary counter circuit is completed. To
extend the TENG self-driven sensing applications to control mechanical
logic unit, this work demonstrates the potential of self-driven mechan
ical logic unit as a logic component and sequential logic circuit. More
promisingly, this approach can be extended to other materials and more
digital logic circuits.
4. Experiments
4.1. Fabrication and characterization of the TENG
For the design of the TENG mechanoreceptor, commercial silver tape
was selected as the outer electrode, and PTFE was chosen as the frication
material (the area of S-TENG is 7 ×5 cm2). To characterize the output
measurement of TENG mechanoreceptor, the contact-separation action
was applied by a commercial linear mechanical motor. TENG output
performances were measured by an electrometer (Keithley 6541 sys
tem). The surface charge density is 4.33 × 10− 7 C/m2. A custom Lab
VIEW program was used to record the electrical output. A force detector
(YMC 501F01, 8 mm diameter) was used to sense the applied force. The
external force was also applied by the linear mechanical motor and
monitored by an oscilloscope.
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4.2. Fabrication of kirigami geometry unit
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Mechanoplastic tribotronic floating-gate neuromorphic transistor, Adv. Funct.
Mater. 30 (34) (2020), 2002506.
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We manufacture each kirigami geometric unit by cutting the patterns
with a laser-cutting machine and fixing the kirigami sheet on the motor
and the shaft which is fixed on the motor. Actuation is provided by a
motor fixed in parallel to the actuation axis (Miniature planetary gear
motor, 6 mm diameter, 35 g.cm holding torque, DC 1.2–4.2 v). The axis
is firstly designed by 3Dmax and converted into a pattern that can be
recognized by the 3D printer with Flash-Print software, and then printed
by the 3D printer.
4.3. Fabrication of four-digit binary counter
The four-digit binary counter is composed of three parts: TENG, four
kirigami geometries, photoresistors, and digital display tubes. To
construct the circuit, a photoresistor is attached inside the unit cell to
realize the carry function of the counter: photoresistor1 is connected in
series to the second mechanical flip-flop whose output is the mechanical
state of the green cell; photoresistor2 is connected in series to the me
chanical state of the output of the third mechanical flip-flop; The pho
toresistor3 is connected in series to the fourth mechanical flip-flop
whose output is the mechanical state of the red cell. The digital tube is
connected to the TENG input which would display the digital signal
converted by mechanical deformation memory.
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